We introduce and study the notions of a PAC substructure of a stable structure, and a bounded substructure of an arbitrary substructure, generalizing [8] . We give precise definitions and equivalences, saying what it means for properties such as PAC to be first order, study some examples (such as differentially closed fields) in detail, relate the material to generic automorphisms, and generalize a "descent theorem" for pseudo-algebraically closed fields to the stable context. We also point out that the elementary invariants of pseudo-algebraically closed fields from [5] are also valid for pseudo-differentially closed fields.
Introduction and preliminaries
A field F is said to be pseudo-algebraically closed (or PAC) if every absolutely irreducible variety V which is defined over F has an F -rational point. We call F bounded if for any n < ω, F has at most finitely any extensions of degree n (inside a fixed separable closure of F ). Equivalently the absolute Galois group of F , G(F ) = Aut(F sep /F ) has only finitely many open subgroups of index n for each n < ω. Ax [1] proved that a field F is pseudofinite (an infinite model of the theory of finite fields) if and only if F is perfect, pseudo-algebraically closed and G(F ) is the profinite completion of Z (hence a pseudofinite field is bounded). The model theory of PAC fields was studied in detail by Cherlin, van den Dries, and Macintyre [5] . In particular they gave invariants of the first order theory of any PAC field. Definability in pseudofinite fields was studied in [3] . In the process of answering some questions from [3] , Hrushovski [8] , isolated the notion of a bounded PAC substructure P of a strongly minimal set D. The PAC-condition is that every formula over P of Morley degree 1 has a solution in P . Under suitable hypotheses on D, he proved that T h(P ) has S 1 -rank 1. In the language of simplicity theory, which was developed soon after in [10] , [11] , Hrushovski had proved that T h(P ) is supersimple of SU -rank 1.
In the current paper and a sequel [19] by the second author, we attempt to generalize Hrushovski's work above from strongly minimal sets to stable structures. The present paper has the limited aims described in the abstract. In the sequel, the second author will study PAC-substructures and PACbeautiful pairs under the assumption that the relevant notions are "first order", proving relative quantifier-elimination results as well as proving that the theories of these structures are simple.
Our model-theoretic notation is standard. x, y, z denote finite tuples of variables. We let T denote a complete first order theory with quantifierelimination in a language L. T may be many-sorted. In fact we will systematically work in T eq (that is we assume T = T eq ) which will in any case be many sorted. The symbol P will be used both to denote a substructure of a model of T , and a new unary predicate symbol, hopefully without ambiguity. Strictly speaking, the unary predicate P is a family (P S ) S ranging over the sorts S of T . The language L(P ) is L ∪ {P }. Our reference for stability theory is [15] . For the finite cover property (fcp) see [18] . We sometimes say that T has nfcp to mean that T does not have the finite cover property.
In section 2 we introduce the notion of a bounded substructure of an arbitrary structure, giving various characterizations and constructions. In section 3 we introduce the notions PAC substructure and PAC-beautiful pair (with repect to a stable theory T ), explaining also what it means for these notions to be first order. We also prove that assuming all types of T have finite multiplicity, the PAC-property is preserved by algebraic closure. In section 4 we compare these new structures with stable structures with a generic automorphism, and give a new consequence of "TA exists". In section 5, we give various examples, including the case of differentially closed fields. We observe that the description from [5] of the elementary invariants of pseudo-algebraically closed fields is also valid for PAC differential fields (or if one wants, pseudo-differentially closed fields).
Thanks to Zoe Chatzidakis and David Pierce for some helpful comments, especially regarding the case of differentially closed fields.
Bounded substructures.
Let M be a model of a complete theory T and let P be a definably closed substructure of M (this means remember definably closed in M eq ). By acl(P ) we again mean the algebraic closure of P in M = M eq . Let G(P ) denote Aut(acl(P )/P ), the group of elementary (in the sense of M ) permutations of acl(P ) which fix P pointwise. Note that G(P ) is naturally a profinite group. Moreover there is a Galois correspondence between definably closed sets in between P and acl(P ), and closed subgroups of G(P ) (see [17] ):
Remark 2.2. Let P be a substructure of M and suppose (M , P ) is an elementary extension of (M, P ) then any σ ∈ G(P ) extends to some σ ∈ G(P ).
Proof. Note that if a, b ∈ acl(P ) have different L-types over P then (M , P ) |= ∃u ∈ P (φ(a, u) ∧ ¬φ(b, u)) for some L-formula φ(x, u). Hence this sentence which has parameters in (M, P ) is true in (M, P ). So a and b have different L-types over P . So if σ ∈ G(P ) then σ is L-elementary over P hence extends to σ ∈ G(P ).
We begin with a somewhat crude definition of boundedness which will be subsequently refined. Definition 2.3. (T any theory.) Let M |= T and P a definably closed substructure of M . We say that P is bounded if there is some cardinal κ such that whenever (M , P ) is elementarily equivalent to (M, P ) (as an L(P ))-structure then G(P ) has cardinality at most κ.
So boundedness of P is a property of T h(M, P ) (and even of T h(P )). An important source of bounded substructures is: Lemma 2.4. Let P be a definably closed subset of M |= T . Suppose that there are σ 1 , .., σ k ∈ G(P ) such that P = {a ∈ acl(P ) : σ 1 (a) = .. = σ k (a) = a}. Then P is bounded.
Proof. There is no harm in assuming M to be |P | + -saturated. Let σ 1 , .., σ k be extensions of σ 1 , .., σ k respectively to automorphisms of M . Now if (M , P ) is a saturated model of T h(M, P ) then there will be automorphisms σ 1 , .., σ k of M such that (M , P , σ 1 , .., σ k ) is elementarily equivalent to (M, P, σ 1 , .., σ k ). It follows that P is precisely the subset of acl(P ) fixed by σ 1 , .., σ k (restricted to acl(P )). By Remark 2.1, G(P ) is generated, as a profinite group, by {σ 1 |acl(P ), .., σ k |acl(P )} so has cardinality at most the continuum.
By Remark 2.2, G(P ) has cardinality at most the continuum for any model (M , P ) of T h(M, P ). So P is bounded.
The following proposition (with the exception of (v)) is stated without proof in [8] in the case where T is strongly minimal. By acl(−) and dcl(−) we mean algebraic and definable closure in the sense of L (or T ).
Proposition 2.5. Let M |= T , and P a definably closed substructure of M . Then the following are equivalent.
(v) For any model (M , P ) of T h(M, P ), G(P ) and G(P ) are isomorphic as profinite groups.
Proof. (i) implies (ii).: Suppose (ii) fails. Then for any κ we can find an elementary chain ((M α , P α ) : α < κ) of models of T h(M, P ), and for each α some σ α ∈ G(P α+1 ) which fixes acl(P α ) setwise but is not the identity. Let (M κ , P κ ) be union of the chain. Then each σ α extends to some σ α ∈ G(P κ ) and these are all different, so |G(P κ )| ≥ κ, contradicting (i).
(ii) implies (iii). Fix (M 0 , P 0 ) as in (ii). Fix φ(x, u) and n as in the hypothsis of (iii). Let Σ be the complete diagram of (M 0 , P 0 ). Then by (iii) and compactness Σ ∪ {φ(x, u), P (u)} implies ∃y ∈ P (ψ(x, c, y)) for some c ∈ acl(P 0 ) and some L-formula ψ(x, w, u) such that T h(M, P ) |= (∀w, y)(∃ ≤1 x)ψ(x, w, y). By compactness again we can replace Σ by θ(c) for some L(P )-formula true of c. As c ∈ acl L (P 0 ) we may assume this information is contained in θ(w).
(iii) implies (iv) is immediate, after unravelling the meaning of (iii). (iv) implies (v): It is enough to show that G(P ) is isomorphic to G(P ) whenever (M , P ) is an elementary extension of (M, P ). By (iv) and Remark 2.2, every σ ∈ G(P ) extend to a unique σ ∈ G(P ). It is easy to see that the map taking σ to σ is an isomorphism (of profinite groups) between G(P ) and
Let us call a profinite group G small if G has only finitely many open subgroups of index n for any n. Remark 2.6. (i) Suppose T is the theory of algebraically closed fields of some fixed characteristic. Note that T eliminates imaginaries. A definably closed substructure of a model K of T is precisely a perfect subfield F of K. G(F ) as defined above is precisely the absolute Galois group of F . Moreover F is a bounded substructure of K just if G(F ) is small.
(ii) There is a strongly minimal theory T satisfying the assumptions in [8] , and there is a bounded infinite substructure P of a model M of T such that G(P ) is not small.
Proof. (i) is well-known, the main point being that the set of extensions of F of degree n is "uniformly definable" in F .
(ii) The example is elementary. The language L consists just of unary predicates R i for i < ω. T says that each R i has exactly 2 elements. T is strongly minimal, has the definable multiplicity property, and for any model M of T , tuple c from M , and subset A of M , tp(c/acl(A) ∩ dcl(A, c)) is stationary (where here acl(−) and dcl(−) are computed in the home sort). Let M be a model of T and P = M \ ∪ i R M i . Then P is bounded and G(P ) is the product of ω-many copies of the group with 2 elements.
PAC substructures
First recall Hrushovski's notion of PAC-substructure of a strongly minimal set from [8] : He works with a strongly minimal (so 1-sorted) theory T satisfying the DMP (defnability of Morley degree) and the condition "tp(a/acl(A)∩ dcl(a, A)) is stationary" for a any tuple and A any subset from the home sort, and where acl(−), dcl(−) are computed in the home sort. Then he calls a substructure P of D |= T PAC if whenever φ(x) is a formula over P of Morley degree 1 (with x a finite tuple from the home sort) then φ(x) is realized by a tuple from P . Note that it follows that P must be definably closed in M .
In our generalization to a stable theory, we first work systematically in T eq (as mentioned in the introduction) and we also define the PAC property in term of realizations of stationary complete types, rather than suitable formulas. So there is a rather trivial discepancy with Hrushovski's definition. But we point out below the relationship.
Definition 3.1. Let T be stable. Let M be a model of T , P a substructure of M , and κ a cardinal ≥ |T | + . (i) We say that P is a κ-PAC-substructure of M if whenever A ⊂ P has cardinality < κ and p(x) is a complete stationary type over A (in the sense of M ), then p(x) is realized by a tuple from P .
(ii) We say that M is κ-saturated over P if for any subset A of M of cardinality < κ any complete type p(x) over P ∪ A is realized in M . (iii) We say that (M, P ) is a κ-PAC-beautiful pair, if (M, P ) is a κ-PAC substructure of M and M is κ-saturated over P . (iv) If κ = |T | + we omit it and talk about PAC-substructures, saturated over P -structures and PAC-beautiful pairs.
Remark 3.2. (i) If P is a PAC-substructure of M then P is definably closed in M , that is dcl(P ) = P where dcl(−) means in the sense of the structure M .
(ii) If P is a κ-saturated elementary substructure of M then P is a κ-PAC substructure of M . Likewise if (M, P ) is a κ-beautiful pair (in the sense of Poizat [18] ) then (M, P ) is a κ-PAC-beautiful pair. (iii) Given a substructure P of a model M of T , we have at least two structures to consider, P as an L-structure in its own right, and (M, P ) as an L(P )-structure. Definition 3.3. Let T be stable. We say that the PAC-property is first order for T if there is a set Σ of L(P )-sentences such that (i) Whenever P is a PAC-substructure of a model M of T , then (M, P ) |= Σ, and (ii) For any κ ≥ |T | + , whenever (M, P ) is a κ-saturated model of T ∪ Σ, then P is a κ-PAC substructure of M . 
(ii) For any κ ≥ |T | + if P is a κ-saturated model of the common L-theory of all P AC-substructures of models of T , then P is (isomorphic to) a κ-PACsubstructure of some model of T .
Proof. Left to the reader. Definition 3.5. (T stable). We say that the "saturation over P property" is first order for T if there is a set Σ of L(P ) sentences such that (i) (M, P ) |= Σ whenever M is a model of T which is saturated over P , and
Remark 3.6. (T stable.) (i) The PAC-beautiful pair property is first order for T (in the obvious sense) just if the PAC-property is first order for T and the saturation over P property is first order for T .
(ii) The saturation over P property is first order for T if and only if T does not have the fcp.
Proof. (ii). This is well-known. We recall the details. Firstly, if the saturation over P property is first order for T then in particular any saturated model of the theory of all beautiful pairs of models of T is also a beautiful pair, and so by Poizat [18] , T does not have the fcp.
Suppose, on the other hand, that T does not have the fcp. Fix an Lformula φ(x, y, z) and let k = k φ be such that for any set {(b i , c i ) : i ∈ I} of parameters from a model of T , the set Φ(x) = {φ(x, b i , c i ) : i ∈ I} is consistent just if every k-size subset of Φ(x) is consistent. (k exists because of nfcp.) Let Σ be:
, and the common L-theory of PAC-substructures in Hrushovski's sense coincides with the common L-theory of PAC-substructures in our sense.
In [6] it is shown that any algebraic extension of a pseudo-algebraically closed field F is also pseudo-algebraically closed, using a descent argument. We give an analogue in the general case.
First some definitions:
Definition 3.8. (T stable.) Let P be a definably closed substructure of a model M of T .
(i) We say that Q is an algebraic extension of P , if Q is definably closed and P ⊆ Q ⊆ acl(P ).
(ii) We say that Q is a finite algebraic extension of P if Q = dcl(P, a) for some (finite) tuple a ∈ acl(P ).
Proposition 3.9. (T stable.) Suppose P is a κ-PAC substructure of M |= T . Then (i) Any finite algebraic extension of P is also a κ-PAC substructure of M , (ii) Suppose that in T every (finitary) complete type over any set has finite multiplicity. Then any algebraic extension of P is κ-PAC.
Proof. (i) Let Q = dcl(P, a) be a finite algebraic extension of P . Let A ⊆ Q be of cardinality < κ, and p(x) a complete stationary type over A. We want p to be realized in Q. We may of course increase A. Let B ⊂ P be definably closed and of cardinality < κ such that A ⊆ acl(B). We may assume that A = dcl(B, a) and that a ∈ acl(B). As p(x) ∈ S(A) is stationary, p|B has finitely many (nonforking) extensions over acl(B) (which come from the finitely many conjugates of a over B). So there is a finite equivalence relation E defined over B such that the extensions of p over acl(B) are determined by their E-class. Let c be the E-class of p(x). Then c ∈ dcl(A). Note that p|(B ∪ {c}) implies p, so there is no harm in assuming that p is over B ∪ {c}. Let c = c 1 , .., c n be the distinct conjugates of c over B. Let By Claim 1, and the fact that P is κ-PAC, we can realize p by some d ∈ P . As c = c 1 ∈ acl(B) and p is stationary, tp(d /B, c) = tp(d /Bc). By Claim 2, we can find a realization of p in dcl(B, c, d ) which is therefore in Q. This completes the proof of part (i).
(ii) Let p(x) ∈ S(A) be stationary with A ⊆ Q of cardinality < κ. Again let B ⊂ P be of cardinality < κ such that A ⊆ acl(B). By assumption p|B has finite multiplicity, and so there is a single B-definable finite equivalence relation distiguishing the extensions of p|B over acl(B). The proof of (i) above then applies to show that p is realized in Q.
Corollary 3.10. Suppose T is stable, and every (finitary) type over a set has finite multiplicity. Let P be a κ-PAC substructure of a model M of T κ > |T |). Then acl(P ) is a (κ-saturated) elementary substructure of M .
Proof. Let p(x) ∈ S(A) be a type over A ⊆ acl(P ) where |A| < κ. Then acl(A) ⊂ acl(P ) still has cardinality < κ. As any extension p of p over acl(A) is stationary, and by 3.9(ii), acl(P ) is a κ-PAC substructure, it follows that p and thus p is realized in acl(P ).
In section 5, we will give an example of a superstable theory T for which the PAC-condition is first order, and a bounded PAC-substructure P of a model of T such that acl(P ) is not an elementary substructure.
Note that Proposition 3.8 gives a way of constructing possibly bounded PAC substructures for stable T in which all types have finite multiplicity. Given a definably closed subset A of a monster modelM of T , first construct a "κ-PAC" closure of A: Let {p i (x i ) : i ∈ I} be the set of stationary types over subsets of A of cardinality < κ. Let c i realize p i |A in such a way that {c i : i ∈ I} is A-independent. Let A 1 be dcl(A ∪ {c i : i ∈ I}). Continue to build a continuous chain A α of suitable length and let P be the union. Then P is κ-PAC (and moreover any elementary permutation of acl(A) over A is also elementary over P ). Now for any choice of elementary permutations σ 1 , .., σ n of acl(P ) over P , the common fixed set of σ 1 , .., σ n will be P AC by 3.8, and bounded by 2.4.
Comparison with T σ and T A
Here T will be a complete stable theory in a language L. As in the introduction we assume T has quantifier-elimination and we work in T eq . Following [4] T σ denotes the theory T ∪ "σ is an L-automorphism", in the language L σ = L ∪ {σ} where σ is a new function symbol. (Again strictly speaking we have a symbol σ S for each sort S.) If T σ has a model companion, we call this model companion T A and say "T A exists".
Recall that by a κ-existentially universal model of T σ (κ ≥ |T | + ) we mean a model (M, σ) of T σ such that whenever (N, σ ) is a an extension of (M, σ) to a model of T σ and Σ(x) is a set of < κ-many existential L σ -formulas with parameters from M which is realized in (N, σ ) then Σ(x) is realized in (M, σ).
Lemma 4.1. Let (M, σ) be a κ-existentially universal model of T σ . Let P = F ix(σ), the set of elements of M = M eq fixed by σ. Then (M, P ) is a bounded κ-PAC-beautiful pair (for T ).
Proof. Clearly P is L-definably closed in M . By Lemma 2.4, P is bounded. We now show P is κ-PAC. Let p(x) be a stationary type over a subset A of P of cardinality < κ. Let p be the nonforking extension of p over M , and let c realize p is an elementary extension N of M . Note that σ(p) = p. (d), c) . So σ extends to an automorphism σ of an elementary extension N of N such that σ (c) = c. The set p(x) ∧ {σ(x) = x} is quantifier-free in L σ , realized in (N , σ ), thus realized in (M, σ). So p(x) is realised in P . It is also clear that M is κ-saturated over P , so (M, P ) is a bounded κ-PACbeautiful pair for T .
Thus for all tuples
There has been some work on the issue of when T A exists (i.e. when the notion of a generic automorphism is first order). See for example [9] , [2] and [16] . Recently Hasson and Hrushovski [7] showed that for T strongly minimal, T A exists if and only if T has the definable multiplicity property. It follows that for strongly minimal T , if T A exists then the PAC-property is first order. We ask here whether for any stable T such that T A exists, the PAC-property is first order.
It is well-known (Kudaibergenov) that if T A exists then T has the nfcp. Here is another consequence of the existence of T A. Lemma 4.2. Suppose that T A exists. Then any group definable in a model of T is connected-by-finite (that is, the connected component G 0 of G has finite index in G).
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that (in a big model of T ) there is a definable group G which is not connected-by-finite. Let (G i : i ∈ I) be a set of definable subgroups of G of finite index, such that G 0 the connected component of G is equal to ∩ i∈I G i . If G is c-definable we may choose the G i to be c-definable too. Let G i be defined by φ i (x, c), and G be defined by φ(x, c). Let q(y) = tp(c). Let · c denote the group operation in G. Claim. T A∪q(y)∪{σ(y) = y}∪{φ i (x, y) : i ∈ I} |= ∃z(φ(z, y)∧σ(z) = x· y z). Proof of claim. Take a model (M, σ), c , a of the left-hand side. Without loss c (the interpretation of y) is c and so
. Hence σ can be extended to an automorphism of a bigger model such that σ(b) = a · b. As (M, σ) is existentially closed we find b ∈ G(M ) such that σ(b ) = a · b .
Applying compactness to the claim we find finite J ⊂ I such that (*) T A ∪ q(y) ∪ {σ(y) = y} ∪ {φ i (x, y) : i ∈ J} |= ∃z(φ(z, y) ∧ σ(z) = x · y z). Now take a model (M, σ) of T A containing c such that σ is the identity on
This proves the lemma. Corollary 4.3. Suppose T is a theory of some 1-based group, and suppose T is superstable. Then T A exists iff T is totally transcendental.
Proof. If T is totally transcendental then it is easy to express in a first order way the "geometric" axioms for existentially closed models of T σ . If not then there is a non connected-by-finite definable group.
Examples
We begin with some semi-trivial examples.
Example 5.1. There is a stable theory T in which the PAC-property is not first order.
Proof. Take T to be the theory of an equivalence relation with exactly one class of size n for each n ≥ 1. A substructure P of a model M of T is κ-PAC iff |P/E| ≥ κ and each infinite E-class intersecting P has at least κ many elements in P . For each n we can therefore find a PAC substructure P n which contains exactly one element of the E-class of size n. But then a nonprincipal ultraproduct of the P n 's will contain exactly one element of some infinite class, so will not be PAC.
Example 5.2. There is a stable theory T which has the fcp (so T A does not exist), but where the PAC-property is first order.
Proof. Consider the example above but expanded by constants naming the elements of each finite equivalence class. Then by definition, any PACsubstructure of a model of T contains all the finite classes. It is easy to check that a κ-PAC substructure of a model M of T will be precisely a κ-saturated elementary substructure.
Example 5.3. There is a stable theory with nfcp, and with a non connectedby-finite definable group (so T A does not exist) but where the PAC property is first order. Moreover there is a PAC-substructure P of some model M such that acl(P ) is not an elementary substructure of M .
Proof. Take T = T h(Z, +, 0). Fix a saturated model (G, +, 0). For each n, let G n be the subgroup of elements divisible by n (a ∅-definable subgroup of finite index). Then G 0 , the connected component of G is ∩ n G n . Then P is a κ-PAC substructure of G just if P is a subgroup and P ∩ G 0 has cardinality ≥ κ (equivalently, each coset of G 0 which meets P has ≥ κ elements in P ). Let Σ be the set of L(P )-sentences saying: P is a subgroup and (for each n) if a ∈ P then there are infinitely many b ∈ P such that a − b ∈ G n .
Then Σ is true in (G, P ) whenever P is a PAC-substructure of G, and it is clear that if (G , P ) is a saturated model of T ∪ Σ then P is a κ-PAC substructure of G . Hence the PAC-property is first order.
Note that acl eq (∅) is essentially {G/G n : n < ω} and for any set A, acl eq (A) = dcl(A) ∪ acl eq (∅). (Hence any definably closed subset of a model is bounded). Take the case where P = G 0 . So P is PAC and acl eq (P ) is not an elementary substructure of G.
Remark 5.4. The above proof can be modified to show that if T is the theory of any 1-based group G where all definable subgroups of G × .. × G are ∅-definable, then the PAC-property is first order. Moreover, as T also has nfcp, it follows that the PAC-beautiful pair property is also first order for P .
Note that in all the examples so far, if P is a PAC-substructure of a model M , then P is bounded and T h(M, P ) is stable.
Finally we discuss the case of DCF 0 the theory of differentially closed fields of characteristic 0. DCF 0 is known to have the non fcp ( [12] ).
Remark 5.5. Let K = (K, +, ·, 0, .1, −, ∂) be a differentially closed field (that is, a model of DCF 0 ), and F a differential subfield. Then F is definably closed, and moreover F is a bounded substructure of K iff F is a bounded substructure of the reduct (K, +, ·).
Proof. We know that acl(F ) in the sense of DCF 0 is precisely the fieldtheoretic algebraic closure of F ( [12] ). Moreover has ∂ has a unique extension from F to acl(F ), any field automorphism of acl(F ) over F is elementary in the sense of DCF 0 . This is enough. Proposition 5.6. The PAC-property is first order for DCF 0 . Moreover the relevant system of axioms Σ is: for any absolutely irreducible affine algebraic variety V over P , rational section s : V → T ∂ (V ) defined over P , and nonempty Zariski-open subset U of V defined over P , there is x ∈ U (P ) such that s(x) = (x, ∂(x)).
Corollary 5.7. The PAC-beautiful pair property is first order for DCF 0 .
Let us remark that if P is a (bounded) PAC-substructure of K |= DCF 0 , then P is a (bounded) pseudo-algebraically closed (perfect) field. Moreover the field of constants of P is also a (bounded) pseudo-algebraically closed field.
For DCF 0 it may be more reasonable to redefine a PAC substructure as a model of the axioms Σ in Proposition 5.6. Note that F is a model of Σ if and only if every absolutely irreducible differential algebraic variety (in the sense of Kolchin) defined over F has a point in F . So it may be even better to describe a model of Σ as a pseudo-differentially closed field.
In [5] elementary invariants of pseudo-algebraically closed fields were given. We now point out that the identical data yields elementary invariants of PAC differential fields.
We first recall the elementary invariants from [5] which are somewhat simpler as we restrict ourselves to characteristic 0. Given a field F , Abs(F ) = F ∩ Q alg , and as earlier G(F ) denotes the absolute Galois group of F . In [5] a model theory (or co-model theory) is developed for profinite groups. To a profinite group G is attached a certain many-sorted structure S(G) (where the sort S n (G) is the set of cosets of G with respect to normal subgroups of G of index n). An epimorphismî : G → H of profinite groups gives rise to an expansion of S(G) obtained by adjoining constants for preimages in S(G) of open cosets of H. We call this expansion (S(G),î). Now suppose that F is a PAC-field. Then the inclusion i : Abs(F ) → F yields an epimorphismî : G(F ) → G(Abs(F )).
Then in [5] it is proved that (*) PAC-fields F 1 and F 2 are elementarily equivalent as fields if and only if there is an isomorphism φ between Abs(F 1 ) alg and Abs(F 2 ) alg which takes Abs(F 1 ) onto Abs(F 2 ) such that (S(G(F 1 )),î) is elementarily equivalent to (S(G(F 2 )),ĵ) where i, j are the inclusions of Abs(F 1 ) in F 1 and Abs(F 2 ) in F 2 , and the constantsî andĵ are indentified via the isomorphism between G(Abs(F 1 )) and G(Abs(F 2 )) induced by φ.
Proposition 5.8. Let F 1 , F 2 be PAC-differential fields (i.e. PAC-substructures of some differentially closed field). Then F 1 and F 2 are elementarily equiv-alent as differential fields if and only if they are elementarily equivalent as fields.
Proof. We assume that F 1 , F 2 are saturated (as differential fields), and that the right hand side of (*) holds, and then do a back-and-forth argument. The argument of [5] (Proposition 33 and Lemma 30) applies word-for-word once one has the following:
Lemma 5.9. Let κ be uncountable and F = (F, +, ·, ∂) be a κ-saturated PAC differential field. Let (A, ∂ ) be a differential domain containing F which is generated as a differential F -algebra by < κ elements and which is regular over F (namely F alg ∩ A = F ). Then there is a differential F -algebra homomorphism f from A into F .
Proof. We may assume A to be embedded in a differentially closed field (K, ∂) such that ∂ is the restriction of ∂. We work in the differentially closed field K. Let L be the quotient field of A, which will be a differential field. Note that L is still a regular extension of F . Let C = {c α : α < κ} be the a set of generators of A over K. Let Γ(x α ) α be the set of differential polynomial equations over F true of (c α ) α . By the DCC for differential algebraic varieties, Γ(x α ) α is implied by its restriction to some differential subfield F 0 of F of cardinality < κ. As F is relatively algebraically closed in L, tp(c/F ) is stationary for each finite tuple c of elements of C. In fact it is easy to see that c is independent from F over F 0 and tp(c/F 0 ) is stationary for each such c (in any case we could simply enlarge F 0 to make this true). So tp(c/F 0 ) is realized in F for all finite tuples c from C. By saturation of F tp((c α : α < κ)/F 0 ) is realized in F by (d α : α < κ). Hence Γ(d α ) α holds. The map taking c α to d α then gives the required differental K-algebra homomorphism of A into F .
